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Abstract

Background: In order to generate Google search strategies, we used NLP techniques and two separate corpuses
to build semantic markers for identifying Argentinean scientists abroad. The first corpus was extracted from the
Web of Science (WoS): using the bibliographical records of this database we identified the co-authors of papers,
their institutional addresses, their subject area and country of residence. A second corpus of 50 documents was
manually built in order to identify keywords and expressions for detecting people’s biographical information on
the Web.

Results: Using queries built exclusively from bibliographic data, 74% of the scientists in our test population were
found, at an average cost of 21.3 search engine queries per scientist. Using biographic keywords and expressions,
we got better recall (83%), but at a higher query cost (an average of 252.2 queries per scientist).

Conclusions: This paper reports on work aimed at constantly improving the cost efficiency of combining biblio-
graphic data with biographic keywords when searching for scientist abroad on the Web. A combination of these
two type of data seems the best compromise between a maximum scientist recall at a minumum query cost.

Background

The “semantics of involvement” question lies at the
heart of the “brain drain/brain gain” debate in
the field of migration studies. Field studies show
that when scientists are abroad they group together
into what has been called “Diaspora Knowledge
Networks” (DKN) [1]. These self-organizing so-
cial structures serve, under certain conditions, to
strengthen the science system in their countries of
origin. While brain drain is undeniable, the exis-

tence of Diaspora Knowledge Networks in foreign
countries generates positive externalities for coun-
tries of origin. Governments are actively seeking to
strengthen these externalities through policies aimed
at engaging DKNs in brain gain strategies. But how
do governments reach out to people on the move,
who often reside beyond national borders and who
have not only the incentive but also the skills and
qualifications to “make their life” abroad? Data on
this population are available through a great many
sources such as population censuses, labour force
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surveys, administrative data and case studies. But
each of these sources has its limitation: for exam-
ple, population censuses are carried out too infre-
quently to capture the comings and goings of scien-
tists on the move; labour force surveys are generally
restricted to small sample sizes; national administra-
tions provide work permits and temporary visas but
generally don’t collect and organize their data using
the concepts, definitions and classifications needed
for calculating international statistics; case studies
are often one shot ventures which are too costly to
update on a regular basis. The question, then, is
to know if the Web can be used to overcome these
different limitations.

Methods
We proceeded in three steps. First, we manually
identified 23 Argentinean born scientists working
abroad, downloaded the WoS record of their most re-
cent publication, and built a corpus containing their
diasporic evidence (CVs, personal pages, mentions in
organizational charts or professional networks) pub-
lished on the Web. We next used NLTK pos-tagger
[2] to extract nouns, noun phrases, cities and insi-
tutions from the WoS records. Our hypothesis was
that by combining an author’s name with seman-
tic markers concerning her institutional address, her
country of residence and the noun terms extracted
from the title of her publication we could produce a
set of queries that would bring diasporic evidence to
the top 10 results of Google. In order to test this hy-
pothesis, we experimented different semantic marker
combinations, and compared the results with those
obtained by using a list of keywords and expressions
for directly identifying biographical data.

Results
A total of 24558 queries were produced by a) com-
bining WoS bibliographic data for each scientist and
b) combining the scientist’s name with biographic
keywords. A “hit” occurred when the appropriate
diasporic evidence (CV or Web page) in our bio-
graphic corpus was found in the top ten Google re-
sults returned for a query. Queries were sent to
Google by a Perl script that automatically regis-
tered hits. Evaluation was performed by calculating

recall(h) = |Dh|
|S| , where Dh is the set of hits ob-

tained by using a specific combination of semantic
markers h, and S the set of all the scientist in the

corpus; Brecall(h) = |Dh−Db|
|S−Db| , where Db is the set

of distinct hits found by the baseline query b; and

q̄(h) = |Qh|
|Dh| , where q̄(h) is the average number of

queries necessary to find one scientist with heuristics
h. This metric represents the cost (in queries) of spe-
cific levels of recall. Using queries built exclusively
from bibliographic data, 74% of the scientists in our
test population were found (17 out of 23), at an av-
erage cost of 21.3 search engine queries per scientist.
Using biographic keywords and expressions, we got
better recall (83%), but at a higher query cost (an
average of 252.2 queries per scientist). The optimum
heuristic (the set of markers that allow the maxi-
mum amount of evidence with a minimum amount
of queries) is a combination of bibliographic data
and biographic keywords.

Conclusion
Our work is aimed at systematically updating our
understanding of the impact of scientific mobility
on national science systems. We’ve focused in this
paper on building a link from bibliographical data
downloaded weekly from the Web of Science to the
diasporic evidence (CVs and personal Web pages)
of the authors. The next step will be to use this
career information to automatically class authors as
being a “home country scientist” (has trained and
worked only in the country of origin); a “circular sci-
entist” (has trained abroad but has elected to come
back to work at home); or a “diaspora scientist”
(has received initial training at home but has elected
to reside abroad). IE Techniques from Web People
Search (WePS) [3] could be used to class scientist in
one of these categories. Case studies in the migra-
tion field have shown that these categories designate
actors who, through their networks, are able to mo-
bilize different configurations of human, institutional
and cognitive resources for home country develop-
ment. We are trying to develop tools for mining the
Web in order to test this hypothesis.
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